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Abstract: New opportunities are opening for electric cooking (eCooking) as a cost-effective, practical
and desirable solution to the twin global challenges of clean cooking and electrification. Globally,
momentum is building behind the transformative potential of eCooking to achieve a range of
environmental and social impacts. However, cooking is a complex, culturally embedded practice,
that results in an array of behavioural change challenges that must be understood and overcome
for these new opportunities to translate into impact at scale. The Modern Energy Cooking Services
(MECS) programme was designed to explore this space and pilot innovative new eCooking services
with the potential to rapidly scale. This paper reflects upon the programme’s key learnings to date
on the behavioural change dimension of eCooking. It consolidates what we now know on the subject
and highlights the gaps that remain, where further investigation is needed. The evidence shows that
the uptake of eCooking can be hindered by (often false) perceptions around cost, taste and safety,
the high cost and steep learning curve for new appliances, the lack of awareness/availability/after-
sales service for energy-efficient appliances and the reluctance of male decision-makers to authorise
appliance purchases. However, it also shows that the convenience and potential cost savings offered
by energy-efficient appliances can offer an aspirational cooking experience and that uptake could be
driven forward rapidly by urbanisation and changing lifestyles.

Keywords: electric cooking; clean cooking; perceptions; appliances; consumer behaviour

1. Introduction

Two-point-eight billion people still rely on polluting fuels and technologies to cook
most of their meals, however less than 800 million are now without access to electricity [1].
These statistics are usually quoted separately, however examining them together reveals a
potentially transformative opportunity for the two billion people who now have access
to some form of electricity, yet still cook with polluting fuels and technologies: cooking
with electricity. In 2014, the WHO (World Health Organisation) published their Indoor Air
Quality (IAQ) guidelines [2], highlighting the importance of transitioning away from the
use of polluting fuels (biomass and kerosene) towards clean fuels, such as gas and electricity,
to significantly reduce exposure to indoor air pollution. The use of polluting fuels, in
particular, solid biomass, for cooking is also deeply intertwined with other development
challenges, such as poverty, gender, forest degradation and climate change.

The Modern Energy Cooking Services (MECS) programme was designed to bring
together the clean cooking and electrification sectors to explore the emerging opportunities
around cooking with electricity [3]. For decades, these two areas have been treated as two
separate problems, with the clean cooking sector rarely considering electricity as a viable
option and the electrification sector percieving cooking loads as outside of their scope.
However, electricity grids are expanding rapidly and growing stronger in many areas of
the Global South, meanwhile mini-grids and solar home systems are extending access
beyond their reach. What is more, new energy storage technologies can buffer fluctuations
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in unreliable electricity supplies enabling electric appliances to deliver cooking services
when people want to cook, not just when high quality power happens to be available [4,5].

Initial indications show that electric cooking, or eCooking, has the potential to rapidly
scale as an aspirational solution for many consumers currently struggling to cook with
biomass and other polluting fuels [4]. Initial research findings have also indicated that
unlike many Improved CookStoves (ICS), which have struggled to attain acceptability
amongst consumers, modern energy-efficient electric appliances that fit well with local
cooking culture can be highly desirable to consumers [6,7]. This offers the potential to follow
in the footsteps of the mobile phone, mobile money and solar lighting revolutions that
have already swept across the Global South, where transformative change was achieved
by unlocking latent consumer demand for aspirational services with technological and
business model innovations.

Nonetheless, to take advantage of these emerging opportunities, it is imperative to
fully understand consumer behaviour, not just needs, but perhaps more importantly, aspi-
rations. Consumer behaviour is shaped by an array of processes internal and external to the
individual; meaning that changing behaviour is complex [8–10]. As a result, the ICS sector
has faced a myriad of challenges whilst attempting to transition consumers towards less
polluting cooking options. Many important lessons have been learned, which can inform
the rollout of eCooking. Undoubtedly, eCooking also presents new challenges, however
it also offers fresh solutions to old challenges. For example, the upfront cost of cooking
devices is a well-documented barrier that has prevented many people from accessing
ICS [11]. However, eCooking opens new opportunities for innovative financing mecha-
nisms, such as on-bill financing mechanisms that enable electricity service providers to sell
appliances on credit to their existing customers, or appliances with locking mechanisms
for pay-as-you-go (PAYG) business models that enable appliance distributors to reach
lower income consumers. An important lesson from ICS implementation programmes is
that a persistent focus on technology often comes at the expense of the behaviour change
elements necessary to achieve the intended behavioural outcome. Thus, this paper seeks
to explore the challenges and opportunities presented by eCooking from a consumer be-
haviour perspective. It explores the compatibility of a range of eCooking solutions with
current and aspirational cooking practices of key consumer groups across the Global South.
It builds upon previous work by Brown and Leary [12] that laid the foundation for what
has now become the MECS programme’s Behavioural Change Workstream. The paper
aims to inform researchers and practitioners working directly on the MECS programme, as
well as those in the converging clean cooking and electrification sectors more broadly.

The paper aims to answer the following key research questions:

• What are the key behavioural change challenges and opportunities for eCooking?
• Which delivery approaches might be best suited to address these challenges and

leverage the opportunities?
• What are the key behavioural research gaps in the emerging field of eCooking?

Using a literature review approach, the paper distils the key learnings relating to
consumer behaviour and eCooking from the literature produced by the MECS programme
to date. Many studies have presented similar literature reviews in the clean cooking sector;
however, none have yet focused specifically on eCooking. For example, Quinn et al.’s [13]
systematic review of case studies examining clean cooking programme rollouts, observed
11 projects in 11 countries. 5 of the 11 focus on LPG, the others comprise ethanol (2),
biogas (2), and biomass pellets and briquettes (2), but none on eCooking. Puzzolo et al. [14]
reviewed 44 studies on clean fuels, 17 on biogas, 12 on LPG, 9 on solar cookers, 6 on alcohol
fuels, but also found none on eCooking. ESMAP’s [15] systematic review of barriers and
drivers for modern energy cooking services reviewed a total of 91 fully coded and 47
partly-coded articles and found just 1 that partially focused on eCooking.

By focusing on eCooking, this paper fills a gap in the literature, providing much-
needed insight on this new sector that holds the potential to support all four pillars of
SDG7’s goal of universal access to energy by 2030. Until recently, eCooking has not been
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seen as a viable option in the renewable energy, energy efficiency, clean cooking and
electricity access sectors. As a result, this paper advocates for eCooking to draw attention
to the emerging opportunities where eCooking could make a valuable contribution to the
energy sector in developing countries.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper draws together the collective experience to date from across the MECS pro-
gramme by reviewing project reports and academic papers published by MECS partners, as
well as interactions with MECS Country Partners in the programme’s 15 Priority Countries.
The literature review was carried out by MECS researchers and involved assembling a
database with the key learnings from each source, distilled and grouped thematically.
Puzzolo et al.’s [14] systematic review of barriers and drivers for clean cooking was used
as a framework to structure the emerging insights into seven domains:

1. Fuel and technology characteristics
2. Household and setting characteristics
3. Knowledge and perceptions
4. Financial, tax and subsidy
5. Market development
6. Regulation, legislation and standards
7. Programmatic and policy mechanisms

Puzzolo et al.’s [14] literature review did not include eCooking, therefore by using their
framework, direct comparisons can be made with their results for other clean cooking fuels.
An analysis was then conducted on the key findings emerging from each theme to collate
the key learning points to date in each of these seven areas, highlighting the gaps where
further research, innovation and piloting is needed. The paper concludes with suggestions
for further studies that could be carried out to fill these gaps by drawing upon behaviour
change theory and approaches used in the clean cooking and electrification sectors.

2.1. Overview of MECS Programme Literature

MECS is a broad programme consisting of a diverse array of actors, however the
majority of consumer studies within the programme have been carried out by four ma-
jor groups:

• Challenge Fund Winners;
• Country Partners (Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Ghana,

Nigeria, Gambia, Malawi, Cameroon, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Nepal, Cambodia);
• UK Universities and Innovators; and
• The World Bank’s Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP).

MECS Challenge Fund Winners are predominantly NGOs and private sector organisa-
tions who have been supported by grant funding from the MECS programme to explore
the viability of delivering eCooking as part of their suite of services. MECS Country Part-
ners coordinate activities in their country, carrying out strategic research and stakeholder
engagement to explore context-specific opportunities. A consortium of universities and
innovators in the UK have been working collaboratively to apply their interdisciplinary
expertise to carry out early-stage research on specific aspects of eCooking. Finally, the
ESMAP team draw upon their global network and deep insight on energy markets to
identify and implement pathways to scale, with the aim of leveraging the World Bank’s
International Development Assistance (IDA) programme to support larger scale piloting
of eCooking.

This review also draws together the key findings from the studies that laid the foun-
dation for the MECS programme:

‘Innovate’—A detailed market study for battery-supported eCooking in Zambia,
Tanzania and Myanmar supported by UK Aid via Innovate UK’s Energy Catalyst [16–18].
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‘LCT’—An exploration of a range of low-cost technologies for the bottom of the
pyramid consumers in Kenya and Bangladesh supported by UK Aid via the USES (Under-
standing Sustainable Energy Solutions) programme [6,19].

2.2. Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs) and Theoretical Frameworks

The paper concludes by exploring how further insights could be gained from be-
haviour change theory. An overview of the most relevant theoretical frameworks on the
diffusion of innovations and consumer behaviour that can help reveal the motivations
behind cooking behaviours and identify barriers and opportunities to change is presented
in Appendix A. Specifically, Roger’s Diffusion of Innovations Theory [20]; the Theories
of Reasoned Action (TRA) [21] and Planned Behaviour (TPB) [22]; the Behaviour Change
Wheel [23]; and a review of BCTs in the clean cooking sector [24].

3. Results

This section presents and discusses the key learning points distilled from the literature
review structured according to Puzzolo et al.’s seven domains.

3.1. Fuel and Technology Characteristics

The characteristics of electricity as a cooking fuel varies considerably, as a wide range
of electricity supply technologies and cooking appliances are now available. For example,
cooking with an induction stove connected to an unlimited supply of reliable grid electricity
offers a completely different experience to cooking with a highly insulated electric cooking
device connected directly to solar panels [25–27]. This section seeks to draw together
commonalities between this diverse array of technologies, as well as highlighting the
opportunities and challenges unique to each.

3.1.1. The Role of Energy-Efficient Appliances

Early work on eCooking tended to focus on electric hotplates as the most viable
appliance in developing country contexts [12,28], however the role of energy-efficient
appliances has become increasingly apparent [4,5]. Energy-efficient appliances can offer
a more convenient modern cooking experience, whereas hotplates offer a similar user
experience to a familiar charcoal stove. Hotplates have already been widely adopted in
several Sub-Saharan African (SSA) contexts with high charcoal usage, such as Zambia [18].
However, cooking diaries in Kenya and Tanzania [19,29] revealed a different set of cooking
behaviours, as many households had already adopted LPG as a substitute for charcoal in
urban areas. When participants were given the opportunity to cook with a hotplate, they
preferred the fine manual control of heat levels and extra firepower of LPG. This highlights
the need to compare the user experience of each eCooking appliance with the most popular
fuels and devices currently in use in each context to highlight both the barriers and drivers
for cooks to change their behaviour and consider adopting electricity into their fuel stack.

In early studies, MECS trialled energy-efficient appliances alongside hotplates and
found that the former was much more popular [19,29]. As expected, cost savings from
increased cooking efficiency were important to participants. However, these studies
showed that the improved cooking experience, in particular, the convenience of automated
cooking, was also highly attractive to cooks [19]. Automated electric cooking appliances
control the cooking environment and switch off automatically, freeing up the cook’s time
to focus on other things. In comparison, even an LPG stove must be regularly monitored
to ensure the food does not burn. Table 1 shows that a diverse range of energy-efficient
eCooking appliances are now available, each presenting unique barriers and drivers for
changing behaviour in the kitchen. Hotplates, LPG stoves, charcoal stoves and other
cooking devices that heat an uninsulated pot from below waste a lot of energy through
convection up the sides of the pot, evaporation via steam escaping and radiation from the
sides of the pot. In contrast, the automation, insulation and pressurisation of appliances,
such as rice cookers, Electric Pressure Cookers (EPCs) and insulated electric frying pans,
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can make them much efficient and convenient for specific food types [6,17,30]. As a
result, cooks can spend more time relaxing, on other household chores, income-generating
activities, self-care and family care [31]. Increased efficiency directly results in cost savings,
which are a powerful incentive to encourage cooks to change their behaviour and adopt
a new cooking device [4]. Insulation can also mitigate the effects of short blackouts and
voltage instability [32], which can give cooks greater reassurance that they will be able
to get dinner on the table without having to resort to another cooking fuel as backup.
Insulation can also make the cook more comfortable in hot climates by keeping the heat
inside the pot where it can cook the food instead of heating the cook [33].

Table 1. Summary of behavioural change challenges and opportunities for popular eCooking appliances.

eCooking Appliance Behavioural Change Challenges Behavioural Change Opportunities

Hotplate

- Sluggish temperature control
unattractive to gas users [16,18,19]

- Cook has to stir food to prevent burning
[16,18,19]

- Energy-intensive [16,18,19]

- Similar User Experience (UX) for charcoal users (i.e.,
uninsulated heating pot from below) [34]

- Highly versatile [16,18,19]
- The cook can see, smell and stir food while cooking [16,18,19]

Oven - Very energy-intensive [35]
- Can only bake/roast [35] - Similar UX in contexts where baking/roasting is popular [35]

Induction stove

- Difficult to cook flatbreads (e.g., chapati)
[36]

- Requires flat-bottomed steel utensils
[16,17]

- Cook has to stir food to prevent burning
[16,17]

- User interface can be confusing [16,17]

- Highly versatile [16,17]
- Similar UX for gas users (i.e., uninsulated heating pot from

below with ability to rapidly change heat levels) [16,17]
- Cook can see, smell and stir food [16,17]
- Safety—heats pan directly [16,17]
- More energy-efficient than hotplate [16,17]

Infra-red stove

- Cook has to stir food to prevent burning
[17]

- Energy-intensive [17]
- User interface can be confusing [17]
- Flat-bottomed utensils only [17]

- Highly versatile [17]
- Similar UX for gas users (i.e., uninsulated heating pot from

below with ability to rapidly change heat levels) [17]
- Cook can see, smell and stir food [17]
- Even heat across utensils, similar to charcoal [37]

Kettle - Water boiling only [29]
- Single jug-shaped utensil only [29]

- Very quick and efficient at boiling water [16]
- Easy to multitask [16]
- Simple to use [16]

Microwave

- Steep learning curve [16]
- Cannot see, smell or stir the food whilst

cooking [16]
- Difficult to brown food [16]

- Easy to reheat food directly on the plate [16]
- Energy-efficient [16]
- Easy to multitask [16]

Rice cooker - Single flat-bottomed deep pot only [17]
- Frying difficult [17]

- Very simple to use [17]
- Easy to multitask [17]
- Cook can see, smell and stir food if the lid open [17]

Electric Pressure Cooker
(EPC)

- Steep learning curve [6]
- Single flat-bottomed deep pot only [6]
- Pressure cooking often perceived as

unsafe [6,18,19]
- Many users assume only useful for

pressure cooking [6,18,19]
- Some types of frying difficult [6,18,19]

- Big energy and time savings for most energy-intensive dishes
[6,30,38]

- Multiple automated safety and control mechanisms [6,39]
- Easy to multitask [6]
- Cook can see, smell and stir food, except when pressurised

[17]

Insulated electric
frying pan

- Single shallow pot only [17]
- Boiling difficult [17]

- Round bottomed utensils useful for some types of frying [17]
- Energy-efficient [17]

The EPC emerged from early research as a promising option, particularly in East
Africa, where ‘heavy foods’ (foods that require boiling for more than an hour, e.g., beans),
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are frequently cooked [6,19,30]. EPCs can reduce electricity demand (and therefore cost)
by up to 80% for the most energy-intensive dishes [6,7,31] and up to 50% across the entire
range of foods they can cook [4]. Importantly, the automated cooking experience offers
the cook the opportunity to relax. As a result, many subsequent MECS field trials focused
specifically on EPCs with the aim of understanding their role in facilitating the adoption of
eCooking in different contexts [31,40,41].

“I love the EPC—it’s so easy to just throw everything in the pot. I leave it to do its
thing whilst I go off and do mine”.

“Cooking faster, saving money and keeping my kitchen and clothes clean. I love the
freedom the EPC gives us—we can multitask, cook indoors and don’t have to plan so far in
advance for dishes like beans”.

Cooks featured in the Kenya eCookBook [6].
It is important to recognise that there is a learning curve with EPCs [6,18,19]. Once

people overcome this, they are often very satisfied with the new cooking experience. As a
result, helping people get over this initial barrier clearly plays a pivotal role in facilitating
adoption, for example, by demonstrating the key adaptations to cooking practices, such as
pressure-cooking time and water quantity for each food type [6].

3.1.2. The Evolution of eCooking Appliances for off-Grid and Weak-Grid Contexts

A key area of innovation in MECS has been adapting eCooking appliances around
the restrictions of the electricity supply system, whilst simultaneously adapting to the
diverse requirements of everyday cooks in the Global South (Table 2). Most electric cooking
appliances are designed for contexts where an unlimited supply of grid electricity is
available 24 h a day. As a result, making eCooking accessible to those with access to
unreliable grid electricity or who are completely off-grid has required the appliances to be
redesigned around a more limited and unpredictable supply of electricity. Selecting and
field trialling energy-efficient appliances that are well matched to local cooking culture has
been a key first step for many partners [30,38], however, some innovative projects have
also sought to adapt appliance design to local cooking culture, for example, by adding
menu options in local languages (e.g., Burn Manufacturing), or developing customised
cooking algorithms for local foods (e.g., Fosera).

Table 2. Mitigation strategies for behavioural challenges resulting from common electricity supply issues.

Electricity Supply Challenge Behavioural Challenge Mitigation Strategies

Blackouts eCooking not possible until power
returns

• Insulated appliances [32]
• Energy storage, e.g., batteries [4,5], thermal storage [42,43]
• Fuel stacking [4]

Brownouts (voltage dips) eCooking slow

• Voltage stabilisers [32]
• Insulated appliances [32]
• Cook at off-peak times [4,32]
• Energy storage—batteries (CREST), phase change materials [42,43],

thermal storage (CREST)
• Fuel stacking [4]

Limited power available (e.g., limited
load connections)

Conventional high-power eCooking
appliances cannot be used at all

• Low power and insulated appliances [32,36]
• Fuel stacking [4]

Limited energy available (e.g., battery
storage)

Conventional high-power eCooking
appliances cannot be used for very long

• Reduce electricity demand with energy-efficient appliances [4,6,7]
• Fuel stacking [4]

No grid access eCooking not possible
• SHS sized for cooking [31] (SunCulture and SCODE)
• Direct-drive DC appliances [25,42,44]
• Fuel stacking [4]

High tariff eCooking expensive
• Reduce electricity demand with energy-efficient appliances [4,6,7]
• Fuel stacking [4]
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The lack of reliable electricity supply and the coincidence of cooking times with peak
demand for electricity has hindered the widespread adoption of eCooking in many coun-
tries [17,18,36]. In Zambia, seasonal load shedding frequently occurs when hydropower
resources run low, forcing many people who have already adopted eCooking to revert to
charcoal when blackouts strike [18]. In Myanmar, the grid is often heavily overloaded,
placing severe restrictions on how people cook with electricity. Low voltage can affect
cooking just as much as blackouts by slowing down cooking (halving the voltage leaves
just a quarter of the power at 115 V, a 1kW hotplate rated at 230 V becomes a 250 W
hotplate; extreme voltage fluctuations were observed in rural areas, at times sagging to
below 20 V on a grid designed for 230 V) [32]. Focus group participants reported getting
up as early as 2 am to begin cooking before the voltage starts to sag as the grid is loaded
up throughout the day [32]. Meanwhile, a pilot project with induction stoves in a remote
Nepali village concluded that limited micro-hydropower plant capacity will be a significant
obstacle for eCooking, as Nepali people typically cook at the same time as peak demand
for electricity [45]. However, a similar project on a solar-hybrid mini-grid in Haiti found
that eCooking was a useful tool for increasing utilisation of renewable energy, as their
customers typically cooked during the daytime [31].

Energy storage can make cooking with electricity more reliable and enable access
in off-grid areas with solar PV [4,16–18]. Battery-supported cooking devices can shift
electricity demand away from peak times and allow users to cook during blackouts or
brownouts, however they add significantly to the cost—therefore optimising energy and
power demand with efficient appliances is critical [33]. Other cheaper energy storage
technologies are being developed [42,43], however they still struggle to match the ability
of LPG to cope with days of exceptionally high demand (e.g., cooking for visitors), making
fuel stacking an attractive option [19,29].

How much electricity is really needed to cook?
The question of ‘how much’ sits at the heart of changing perceptions about the real

costs of cooking with electricity. Until recently, there was very little evidence on how
much electricity is really needed to cook local foods across the Global South. Building on
Cowan’s [46] early work, MECS has adopted two distinct approaches:

1. Sets of CCTs and UCTs (Controlled and Uncontrolled Cooking Tests) have been de-
signed to directly compare energy consumption for specific dishes across electric and
nonelectric cooking devices. The results obtained to date from Uganda, Haiti, Kenya,
Zambia and Tanzania show that most dishes can be cooked with just 0.1–0.6 kWh in
an energy-efficient appliance [6,7,31,32,39].

2. Cooking diary studies have recorded energy consumption in real kitchen environ-
ments [47]. Results to date from Myanmar, Kenya, Zambia, Haiti, Tanzania and Nepal
indicate that cooking all your food with electricity uses just 1–2 kWh per household
per day [4,32,47].

3.2. Household and Setting Characteristics
3.2.1. Changing Lifestyles

“Cooking with electricity is easier, even men can do it”.
MECS Cambodia Country Partner.
eCooking has been shown to offer a range of co-benefits for both genders, in particular,

when cooking appliances with energy storage can also enable more reliable access to
electricity [4,5]. Literature on the barriers to the adoption of modern energy for cooking
often highlights traditional decision-making roles in the household as a major challenge,
with women as the primary users of household cooking devices, but men often control
household finances [48–50]. Nevertheless, energy-efficient appliances can make cooking
easier, with several studies indicating that this may empower men to start taking an active
role in the kitchen [51–53]. Additionally, battery-supported cooking devices can also enable
access to other popular low-power energy services, such as mobile phone charging, TV
and radio for households in off-grid and weak-grid contexts [4,5]. As a result, this is likely
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to make them an attractive investment for households who can repurpose their existing
household expenditure on traditional cooking fuels for repayments of a financed eCooking
device and/or electricity units. By appealing to both household decision-makers and cooks,
eCooking may enable households to break out of the business-as-usual cycle in the clean
cooking sector, with women needing cookstoves and men prioritising other things that
they think are more important.

In all the countries analysed in this paper, the use of electricity for cooking does tend
to correlate with higher household incomes, better financial connectivity, urbanisation, and
other forms of ‘modern’ living [4,54,55]. In contrast, low-income households on the fringes
of the economy often have firewood as the only affordable choice; for these households,
other immediate needs take precedence over cooking with clean fuels, dwindling incomes
and unplanned financial constraints (e.g., unexpected health expenses, loans) encourage
stacking of biomass.

However, urbanisation is accelerating rapidly across SSA [3], and innovative consumer
financing mechanisms for appliances (explored in Financial, Tax and Subsidies) are opening
up eCooking to market segments beyond the elite. The most lucrative and immediately
addressable market for eCooking is the households who already pay for charcoal and
wood [4,56]. This market is expanding rapidly as increasing urbanisation is driving a
transition for many households collecting firewood towards purchasing firewood, charcoal
or other cooking fuels [57]. Marketing eCooking to households who are already paying
for their cooking fuel is much easier, as repurposing their existing expenditures with
electricity units and repayments on financed appliances is a more attractive proposition
than convincing people to start paying for cooking. Moreover, as approximately half of the
wood-buyers in SSA and SSEA are located in peri-urban/urban areas, they have greater
access to electricity, compared to their rural counterparts [56]. The growing trend of rapid
urbanisation among the youth presents an opportunity for understanding their behaviour
and exploring whether their experiences with modern cooking can be harnessed as a force
to influence families they have left in rural areas [56].

However, even amongst those who still collect their cooking fuel, eCooking could
still be promoted without creating an additional financial burden on poorer households
if paired with income-generating activities. Electric appliances can enable and enhance a
range of productive uses of energy, which, if promoted alongside eCooking appliances,
could allow households to generate additional income, which could support the costs of
eCooking [4]. Cooking itself is, of course, also a productive use of energy, and eCooking
could enable street vendors, restaurants and institutions to earn additional income [58].

3.2.2. Fuel and Appliance Stacking

By and large, users do not simply switch from one fuel or technology to another,
but follow a multiple-use strategy, whereby new technologies and fuels are used without
abandoning the previous ones [59]. This allows users to take advantage of both traditional
and modern fuels and technologies by using each one for the task that it best performs and
to increase energy security [60].

Stacking, as this is often called, is a phenomenon observed in all MECS countries,
however patterns of stacking vary between countries [61]. For example, households in
urban Zambia frequently stack charcoal with electricity to mitigate the effects of load shed-
ding [18], whilst households in urban Kenya often stack charcoal with LPG to cook ‘heavy
foods’ and ‘light foods’, respectively [19]. Understanding stacking involves considering the
number of technologies in use, how often they are used, and the variation of these factors
over time [61].

Energy-efficient electric cooking appliances are often highly task-specific. For example,
a toaster is fantastic at toasting bread, but not much use for anything else. As a result,
the likelihood that households will need to complement energy-efficient electric cooking
appliances with other cooking devices is high.
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From a health perspective, eliminating stacking is not the aim, instead it is nudging
households towards a clean fuel stack. Stacking clean and dirty fuels can potentially
reduce Indoor Air Pollution (IAP), however the evidence shows that this is not a linear
relationship, i.e., using 50% charcoal and 50% electricity does not result in 50% improved
health outcomes [62]. However, as people get used to the convenience of modern fuels,
they may choose to use them more often if circumstances allow it, especially if encouraged
with well-targeted BCTs, such as training on cooking specific food types commonly cooked
with biomass.

In urban East Africa, promoting EPCs amongst LPG users is a promising strategy for
encouraging households to move completely away from biomass [4,63]. Charcoal stoves
are often used for ‘heavy foods’ that require boiling for several hours, such as beans or
matumbo (tripe), for which EPCs offer the greatest energy and time savings [6]. Whilst
these findings have been extended to other contexts where ‘heavy foods’ also form a major
part of local menus (e.g., Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda [7,31,39]), EPCs offer fewer advantages
in contexts where foods are typically cooked for shorter durations, or where other cooking
processes (e.g., baking, deep frying) are more widely used. In these contexts, there is a
need to follow a similar research journey, of firstly understanding what is cooked and how,
then matching the dominant cooking processes with appliances optimised for them.

Electric appliances can also be stacked and an appliance stack is much more likely
to enable the exclusive use of electricity for cooking than a single appliance alone [4,31].
Households in Myanmar that exclusively use electricity for cooking frequently own a kettle
for water boiling, a rice cooker for rice and soup and an electric frying pan for curries [17].
Understanding the appliance stacks that fits best with each cooking culture is an important
step on the eCooking research journey. The relative strengths/weaknesses of specific
electric appliances can cause households to change their menu, in Tanzania, a shift from
ugali to rice and beans was observed among firewood/charcoal users testing EPCs [64,65],
and in Nepal, chapati to dal-rice meals among firewood users trialling induction stoves [36].
It is important to note that exclusive use of electricity for cooking requires a reliable supply
of electricity [54], however, this can be mitigated by energy storage [4].

3.3. Knowledge and Perceptions

Perception of cost—electricity is ‘too expensive for cooking’.
In many developing countries, there is a widespread perception that electricity is

‘too expensive for cooking’. This is evidenced by engagements with clean cooking and
electrification sector stakeholders, household surveys and focus groups [16–18]. How-
ever, the evidence presented below (see Financial, Tax and Subsidy) shows that this is
not necessarily the case, as electricity is often actually cheaper than other cooking fuels.
Cooking diary studies in Tanzania and Kenya [19,29], where electricity tariffs are moderate
(compared to typical SSA rates [4]) found that although participants initially perceived
eCooking to be expensive, the majority actually saved money when switching to electricity.
This widespread perception of electricity as expensive often results in a very conservative
attitude towards the use of electricity, only using it when absolutely essential for fear of
incurring high bills [66].

The evidence shows that just because people are using electricity for other purposes, it
is not sufficient to shift mindsets towards eCooking [3,4]—people need to see for themselves
just how little electricity is required to cook with energy-efficient appliances. Electricity is
usually metered for households as a whole rather than individual appliances. As a result,
it is often difficult for households to know how much electricity is being consumed by each
appliance, in particular by the electric cooking appliances, which many people assume with
be very energy-intensive. Findings in Cambodia, Tanzania and Kenya indicate that plug-in
energy meters can offer a powerful behavioural nudge that could encourage households to
adopt eCooking simply by making the invisible visible to give the cook control over their
electricity consumption [19,30,41,56].
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3.3.1. Safety

There are mixed perceptions regarding the safety of eCooking. Evidence from Myan-
mar [32] revealed a perception of eCooking appliances as unsafe, due to the risk of shocks,
and evidence from Kenya shows similar perceptions around the safety of pressure cooking
due to the risk of explosions [6]. Both perceptions are likely, due to the abundance of
poor-quality devices, which have caused serious injuries. Poor quality wiring is also a
safety concern, especially for low-income households, as eCooking appliances can easily
overload thin cables designed for lighting [35].

The adoption of EPCs, in particular, is held back by these negative perceptions. EPCs
incorporate an array of control and safety mechanisms to regulate their internal pressure
and prevent the lid from opening whilst pressurised to avoid the accidents that commonly
occur with stove-top pressure cookers [39]. However, few consumers are aware of the
enhanced safety features of EPCs and simply perceive them to be equally as dangerous
as stove-top pressure cookers. Conversely, after trialling EPCs for a month at home,
participants in a cooking diaries study in Kenya rated EPCs as safer than hotplates [19].
Interestingly, there was not a single safety concern with the rice cookers also tested by
participants, which are also insulated, but unpressurised. Insulation not only improves
efficiency, but can also safeguard cooks and their children from burns [39].

3.3.2. Taste

Whilst the conventional discourse points to the lack of smoky flavour and other ele-
ments of taste and texture that are only achievable with biomass cooking as insurmountable
barriers for eCooking, recent studies have shown that the reality is more nuanced. Taste is
highly subjective and perceptions vary with the cultural environment. Traditional forms of
cooking may, therefore, be associated with better taste simply because they are connected
to other cultural traditions. However, the opposite can also be true, with those aspiring to
a modern lifestyle that breaks free from these traditions potentially wanting to disassociate
themselves from the smoky flavour typical of foods cooked with biomass. The evidence
shows that smoky flavours are indeed preferred by some people for some specific foods,
however, others prefer food without the smoky flavour (see Figure 1) [19,67]. Food cooked
with electricity was rated as the tastiest overall by cooking diary participants in Kenya and
during blind taste tests in Myanmar [19,68]. However, some foods are more difficult to
cook with electric appliances than others. Flatbreads, such as chapati, are difficult to cook
with an electric hotplate or an induction stove, which tend to focus their heat in specific
areas rather than heating evenly like charcoal. This explains why Kenya cooking diary
participants rated chapati as the least tasty dish when cooked with electricity [19], a finding
that was also observed with induction stove users in Nepal [45].
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3.4. Financial, Tax and Subsidy

Actual relative cost—is electricity really ‘too expensive for cooking’?
The previous section drew attention to the common perception that electricity is ‘too

expensive for cooking’, whilst this section seeks to explore the conditions under which this
perception is true or not. It is true that some countries have relatively high electricity tariffs
and that some appliances are very inefficient; under such conditions, using electricity will
almost certainly be more expensive than other cooking fuels [4]. It is also true that in many
rural areas, households are collecting fuel for free, meaning that no matter what the cost,
electricity will always be more expensive unless it is 100% subsidised.

Evidence from eight MECS countries [4,31,45,52,69] shows that eCooking and elec-
tricity tariffs have an inverse relationship, i.e., people cook more with electricity when the
tariff is low, suggesting that cost is one of the key barriers to the adoption of eCooking.
What is more, there is a clear relation between the adoption of electricity for cooking and
higher incomes [18,52]. This is supported by evidence from an EPC solar-hybrid mini-grid
trial in Tanzania, which found that the use of eCooking shot up dramatically when the
tariff was reduced by order of magnitude (from over 1 USD/kWh to 0.04 USD/kWh) [64].

“People love cooking with electricity, but not paying for it”.
A2EI, Tanzania [64].
ESMAP [4] drew attention to the fact that there are a growing number of contexts

where cooking with energy-efficient electric appliances is on a par with, or in some cases
cheaper than other popular cooking fuels. In particular, urban centres, where the price of
charcoal is highest, and grid electricity is most widely available and most reliable. ESMAP’s
data shows that charcoal is increasingly becoming more expensive, while electricity is
growing more affordable, in particular, in weak- and off-grid contexts where energy storage
is required. They highlight that eCooking on national grids, or micro-hydropower is already
cost-effective for many people today, and that eCooking on solar-hybrid mini-grids and
battery-supported DC eCooking are likely to become cost-effective by 2025. The findings
also showed that using a clean fuel stack of LPG and a highly efficient eCooking appliance
is often the most cost-effective way to cook and that clean fuel stacks can make these
emerging eCooking technologies cost-effective today.

3.4.1. Consumer Finance Mechanisms

Even amongst the increasing number of households for whom the cost of electricity
units for cooking are on a par with, or below, current expenditures on cooking fuels, the
upfront cost of electric appliances, in particular, energy-efficient appliances, is usually
substantially higher than ICS and comparable to LPG stove/cylinder combinations. As
a result, this presents a substantial barrier for many, as even those who can afford to pay
this amount may not be willing to until they are convinced that it will really add value to
their kitchen.

Consumer finance mechanisms have a critical role to play in overcoming one of
the most challenging hurdles for low- and even middle-income households by breaking
down the high upfront cost into affordable repayments. ESMAP note that “the uptake
of eCooking will depend substantially on the willingness of energy service companies to
integrate it into the suite of services they offer. For example, utilities with excess generating
capacity could stimulate demand by developing an on-bill financing mechanism for EPCs
and support women entrepreneurs to leverage their social networks to demonstrate new
cooking technologies and practices” [4]. However, there are many different forms that they
can take, but some of the most promising include:

• Microfinance, such as revolving funds, which allow groups to pool their savings and
buy for each member in turn. This model can leverage pre-existing savings groups
and simultaneously address other challenges by providing channels for live cooking
demonstrations and after-sales support [40,41].

• Utility enabled finance, such as on-bill financing, can reduce the behavioural change
required to make repayments for consumers already paying an electricity bill. Util-
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ities have a unique relationship with low-income customers, with insight into their
cash-flow, and can adapt their services accordingly [70]. However, developing these
mechanisms requires substantial groundwork to establish the business case to con-
vince executives within the utility to pilot and then scale up the initiative.

• Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG), or in the context of eCooking, Pay-As-You-Cook (PAYC)
offers appliance manufacturers and distributors the ability to sell products to any
customer [52]. Whilst other cooking technologies have struggled with this model,
integrating energy metering and/or a locking mechanism into electric appliances is
much easier than for other cooking devices.

3.4.2. Subsidies

Subsidies can be effective mechanisms for facilitating the uptake of eCooking, if they
are well-targeted. ESMAP note that “markets that feature substantial, long-standing fuel
subsidies and national support programmes that impact end-user prices (e.g., electricity
in Myanmar and LPG in Cambodia and Nepal) allow for more widespread adoption of
primary clean fuels” [48]. Access to these subsidies could increase the adoption of eCooking,
however, they must be carefully designed to reach the most vulnerable without increasing
inequality [71,72]. South Africa is the only Sub-Saharan African nation where the majority
of the population cook with electricity [73] through a means-tested Free Basic Electricity
(FBE) programme introduced in some municipalities to enable low-income households to
use electricity for cooking by offering 50 kWh/month free of charge [74]. However, uptake
of eCooking amongst low-income households has not been as significant as hoped and has
even pushed some households further into poverty when they reportedly started cooking
with electricity thinking it was cheap and accidentally exceeded this allowance, ending up
with bills that they were unable to pay [75]. This highlights the need to enable consumers
to track their expenditures as they are cooking. Gould’s [66] analysis showed that the
Ecuadorian government’s programme to reduce national expenditure on LPG subsidies by
facilitating the uptake of eCooking was less successful, as LPG is still the primary cooking
fuel for most households. 80 kWh/month was offered for free to participating households,
along with an on-bill financing option for the appliance. However, many chose to continue
using LPG (which was still subsidised) and use the free electricity for watching TV.

3.4.3. Lifeline Tariffs

Many countries already offer lifeline tariffs that are generous enough for cooking,
however the problem of shared meters prevents many low-income households from ben-
efiting [52,57]. Zambia offers a very generous lifeline tariff (0.015 USD/kWh for the first
200 kWh/month) [18], which the evidence from the cooking diaries shows is several times
what most households need for cooking (30–60 kWh/month) [4]. However, many low-
income households share a meter with their landlords, meaning that the lifeline allowance
may only benefit the landlord, who then charges a fixed rate to their tenants. In Zambia,
landlords often specifically prohibit their tenants from cooking beans with electricity, as
they know this is a very energy-intensive dish when cooked on a hotplate [57]. Researchers
in Cambodia observed similar challenges:

“My landlady often asks me to stop because we share a meter. Like most people, she
assumes that cooking with electricity is very expensive and I can’t prove to her how much
I’m using”—Cambodian interview participant [52].

3.5. Market Development
3.5.1. Stimulating Demand

The market for eCooking technologies is nascent in much of the Global South, however
a suite of targeted efforts is underway from both conventional appliance distributors, and
more recently, energy service providers utilising eCooking appliances to stimulate demand
for electricity itself [4,76]. Studies in Tanzania [77], Cambodia [52], Kenya [40] found
that awareness campaigns featuring cooking demonstrations with local foods designed to
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increase knowledge and change the attitudes and perceptions of everyday cooks toward
eCooking were effective in stimulating demand for eCooking. Specifically, these campaigns
focused on changing perceptions of pressure cooking (from dangerous to safe), eCooking
appliances (from complicated to convenient), taste (from unfamiliar or inferior to delicious)
and of the cost of eCooking, from expensive to affordable. Live cooking demonstrations
give potential customers the opportunity to experience the speed, convenience, energy-
efficiency and cost savings of eCooking by seeing, smelling and tasting for themselves.
Demonstrations can effectively convey the ease with which new devices, such as EPCs,
can cook local dishes and offer potential users the ability to ask questions about safety,
financial support, distribution points and other concerns.

Additionally, word of mouth (communication between consumers) is often effective
because the sources view the information as credible and without commercial influence [78].
Leveraging social networks, both physical and virtual, have proven to be powerful tools
in getting people excited about eCooking, whilst simultaneously enabling both sales and
after-sales support from a trusted entity [40,41].

3.5.2. Supply Chain and after Sales Service

Facilitating the adoption and sustained use of any new technology requires the pres-
ence of an effective supply chain. Currently, the supply chain for eCooking appliances
is very weak in many parts of SSA, with the notable exception of South Africa, where
eCooking is already widely adopted, and appliance manufacturing is already well estab-
lished [18]. In Tanzania [77], findings emphasised the criticality of a local supply chain and
linking manufacturers to supermarkets, distributors and rural end users. The first Results
Based Financing (RBF) exclusively for eCooking in SSA has just concluded in Kenya, to
develop the supply chain by incentivising appliance distributors to purchase a total of
5000 EPCs in bulk [79].

Although the eCooking supply chain is much stronger in SSEA, in particular, India,
where substantial volumes of eCooking appliances are manufactured both for the domestic
and export markets, challenges still remain in remote areas. A study on microhydro mini-
grids in Nepal [36] was hindered by the lack of high quality energy-efficient appliances
and battery storge on the local market, resulting in the need to import from India, adding
cost and delays. In Cambodia [52], the lack of well-paved roads posed a challenge to the
supply of electric devices to rural regions, highlighting the need for better infrastructure to
support last-mile distribution.

After-sales support is critical for customer satisfaction and retention [48]. A pilot
project in Kenya [40] found that many importers did not stock parts and had little interest
in doing so. For example, participants frequently requested an additional inner pot for
EPCs, as the non-stick coating has a limited life, and an additional pot can make cooking
multiple dishes more convenient. As EPCs can only function with the specific pot they
were shipped with, the appliance is effectively rendered obsolete if a spare cannot be
obtained. Similarly, a study in Cambodia [52] found that customers want guarantees that
the appliances they buy are durable.

ESMAP [4] note that developing a new supply chain from scratch is challenging,
nevertheless, eCooking offers a unique opportunity to leverage the existing supply chains
of electricity service providers, such as utilities (e.g., KPLC), mini-grid developers (e.g.,
PowerHive, PowerGen, PowerCorner) and SHS distributors (e.g., MKopa, SCODE, Sun-
Culture) (see Figure 2). These electricity service providers have already established strong
relationships with their customers and developed supply chains for importing, distributing,
storage and servicing hardware. For these organisations, their primary commercial activity
is the supply of electricity, however to stimulate demand for electricity units, many have
begun to branch out into selling appliances. More recently, this has begun to include
eCooking appliances. Importantly, these electricity suppliers are more likely to sell quality-
assured appliances and offer after-sales support, as they have the motivation to ensure
ongoing sales of electricity units.
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3.6. Regulation, Legislation and Standards

Quality appliances are critical to the sustainability of an eCooking transition in devel-
oping countries. Effective Quality Assurance (QA) regimes can ensure that only the most
durable appliances make it into the market [80]. Developing effective standards, testing
procedures and test labs are a critical part of that process. The Global LEAP Awards takes
a competition-based approach to QA by incentivising appliance manufacturers to design
energy-efficient, durable, safe affordable and user-friendly appliances. In 2020, the Global
LEAP Awards launched its first eCooking competition to identify the best-in-class EPCs
through a combination of rigorous laboratory testing and usability testing with everyday
cooks in Nairobi [39]. Many of the EPCs entered the competition did not meet the minimum
performance standards required to achieve finalist status in the competition and appear
in the Buyers’ Guides designed to inform distributors intending to purchase in bulk. In
particular, regarding safety concerns, highlighting the need for effective QA mechanisms
to protect consumers from poor quality dangerous appliances. The Global LEAP offers
a blueprint to develop national testing programmes, consumer labelling and Minimum
Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) for eCooking. Developing robust standards, legis-
lation and testing for eCooking appliances could help prevent poor quality products from
entering the market and contributing to this growing problem.

Consumers are key stakeholders in ensuring the rejection of sub-standard goods by
opting for high quality, energy-efficient ones. Although, there is increasing evidence that
consumers rarely consider energy-efficiency when purchasing household appliances [81].
Reasons for this include lack of knowledge on energy consumption and how it corresponds
to ongoing costs; unfamiliarity with the format information provided; limited attention and
perception biases; uncertainty bias; social networks and norms, and household liquidity
constraints [82,83]. Findings from the usability testing for the 2020 EPC Global LEAP
in Kenya show that despite its direct relationship to running costs, efficiency was not
prioritised compared to other attributes, such as safety, functionality, durability, cooking ca-
pacity, ease of use and appearance [39]. Consumer labelling clearly showing the differences
between the running costs of each appliance could support users to make better decisions,
which will also signal to manufacturers that designing efficient appliances is important.

4. Discussion

This section presents some of the innovative marketing strategies that MECS partners
have explored to overcome the barriers identified in the previous sections and to amplify
the drivers (summarised in Table 3). It draws upon the BCTs and theoretical frameworks
presented at the beginning of the paper (see Appendix A for further detail), to analyse what
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has already been done and inform the development of future programmatic and policy
mechanisms designed to facilitate the uptake of eCooking.

Table 3. Summary of innovative marketing strategies developed by MECS partners to overcome behavioural change
challenges and leverage the drivers. See Appendix A for further detail on BCT classifications [24].

Behavioural Change
Barrier/Driver Marketing Strategies BCT Classification

[24]
Ongoing MECS

Research/Piloting Future Areas of Investigation

Positioning eCooking as
an aspirational cooking

experience

Connecting with local
food bloggers and other

popular media icons.
Emphasising convenience

and cost savings.

Goals, planning and
monitoring, identity

and self-belief,
shaping knowledge

Jikoni Magic, Mediae,
Culinary WorkStream

(WS)

Expanding reach by connecting
with a broader range of influencers

in Kenya and extending to other
countries. Refine messaging to

reflect what is most important to
cooks in each context

Male decision-makers not
authorising purchases

Marketing campaigns,
including men as
decision-makers

Identity and
self-belief, shaping

knowledge
Mediae Marketing campaigns targeting

men as cooks

Diversity in individual
preferences, motivations

and aspirations

Building a set of personas
to represent key consumer

groups and developing
customised strategies for

each.

Goals, planning and
monitoring, identity

and self-belief

Burn, MKopa,
SD4MECS (Service
Design for MECS)

Development of a modular
persona toolkit

False perception of high
ongoing costs

Energy meters sold with
appliances Shaping knowledge iDE, Jikoni Magic

Interoperable technology to
integrate energy metering into any

eCooking appliance

Free electricity units
during the trial period

Reward and threat,
shaping knowledge EarthSpark

Developing scalable package for
new customers, with feedback on

actual consumption

Live cooking demos with
energy metering

Shaping knowledge,
Comparisons

KPLC, iDE, Jikoni
Magic, TaTEDO

Empowering sales agents in
peer-to-peer marketing to replicate

metered demonstrations

eRecipes and eCookBooks
to compare

fuels/appliances

Shaping knowledge,
Comparisons

Culinary WS, Hivos,
CEEEZ, Finovista,

KPLC, ACTS, CREEC

Produce eRecipes and eCookBooks
for a broader range of cuisines and
appliances. Expanding the range
of more digestible content, e.g.,

YouTube videos, Instagram stories.

High ongoing costs (e.g.,
solar mini-grids) Discounted cooking tariffs Reward and threat,

Regulation
A2EI, PowerGen,

EarthSpark Appliance-level metering

Safety and perception of
safety

Live cooking demos
focussing on safety Shaping knowledge KPLC, iDE, Jikoni

Magic
Broader awareness-raising

campaigns

Quality standards Regulation Strathmore, CLASP National standards to exclude
unsafe appliances

Perception that food will
not taste as good

Live cooking demos with
tasting

Shaping knowledge,
Comparisons

KPLC, iDE, Jikoni
Magic, SESCOM

Trial periods with no obligation to
purchase

eRecipes and eCookBooks
showcase which

appliances fit best with
local cuisine and share
cooking tips for local

foods

Shaping knowledge,
Comparisons

Culinary WS, Hivos,
CEEEZ, Finovista,

Produce eRecipes and eCookBooks
for a broader range of cuisines and
appliances. Expand range of more
digestible content, e.g., YouTube

videos, Instagram stories.

Learning curve for new
appliances

Packaging, manuals and
interface adapted to the

local cooking culture
Shaping knowledge iDE, SESCOM, CLASP

Local distributors in each country
adapt packaging, manuals and

interface to their cooking culture

Live cooking demos Shaping knowledge,
Comparisons

KPLC, iDE, Jikoni
Magic

Trial periods with no obligation to
purchase

Peer-to-peer marketing Social support Jikoni Magic, Bidhaa
Sasa

Creating a feedback loop from
sales agents to manufacturers
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Table 3. Cont.

Behavioural Change
Barrier/Driver Marketing Strategies BCT Classification

[24]
Ongoing MECS

Research/Piloting Future Areas of Investigation

High upfront cost of
appliances

PAYC Reward and threat iDE, MKopa, SCODE Interoperable PAYC technology

Utility-enabled financing
(on-bill financing, on-bill

repayments, etc.)

Changing the physical
environment EnerGrow

Scoping studies for specific utilities
Brokering partnerships between

utilities and asset financers

Revolving funds Social support Jikoni Magic, Bidhaa
Sasa

Brokering partnerships with
appliance distributors and savings

groups

Tax exemptions Regulation CLASP

Linking tax exemptions with
quality standards and consumer

labelling to showcase high quality
energy-efficient appliances

Fuel stacking

Promote appliance stacks
that are well matched to

local cuisine

Comparisons, shaping
knowledge EarthSpark, KPLC

Map out the menu in different
countries/regions and match with
appliances designed for dominant

cooking practices. Household
trials of different appliance stacks.

Promote clean fuel stacks Comparisons, shaping
knowledge SCODE

Brokering partnerships between
LPG, appliance and electricity

distributors

Targeted nudges to
eliminate biomass use Reward and threat UCL

Identify key drivers of continued
biomass use and design targeted

BCTs

Lack of
awareness/availability/

after-sales service for
energy-efficient appliances

Peer-to-peer marketing Social support Jikoni Magic, Bidhaa
Sasa

Training programmes for sales
agents on appliance repair

Electricity distributors
supplying and supporting

appliances

Changing the physical
environment

PowerGen, KPLC,
RVE.Sol, PowerHive,

PowerCorner

Brokering partnerships between
electricity and appliance

distributors Training programmes
for electricity distributors on

appliance repair

RBF programmes to
incentivise supply chain

development

Changing the physical
environment

CLASP/EnDev, Open
Capital/BGFA,

Scale-up WS

Incorporation of eCooking into a
range of both clean cooking and

electrification RBF schemes
RBF programmes that incentivise
the sustained and exclusive use of

eCooking

4.1. Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs)

Michie et al. [23] highlight the need to fully understand both the internal and external
factors that influence household decision making to plan effective behavioural change
interventions. Internal factors include capability, opportunities and motivation, whilst
external factors include education, training, incentives, policies and regulations. The
multiplicity of factors suggests a multifaceted approach, coupled with a detailed assessment
of the prevailing or overriding factor in each context.

Table 3 shows that a broad range of BCTs is already being employed by MECS partners
to facilitate the uptake and sustained use of eCooking. Evidently, shaping knowledge,
providing incentives (reward and threat), comparisons, and social support have been
the main techniques deployed to date. Although some efforts are ongoing in terms of
regulations (e.g., dedicated cooking tariffs) and changing the physical environment (e.g.,
supply chain development and appliance financing), these types of BCTs could be deployed
more frequently to create the enabling environment that could facilitate the scale-up
adoption of eCooking.

4.2. Is eCooking the Right Option, and If So, in What Form?

In contexts where the adoption of electric cooking appliances is low, many consumers
do not consider electricity as a viable option for cooking. In such situations, first and
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foremost, there is a need to establish which electric appliances can cook local foods and
then find out how much electricity is required to do so. With this information, the relative
costs, both upfront and ongoing, can also be compared to determine whether electric
cooking is, or could soon become, an economically viable option in this context. If it can,
then a series of BCTs can be designed to facilitate the uptake of eCooking (see Table 3). If it
cannot, an exploration of enabling policies like a targeted subsidy, tax exceptions should
be proposed.

4.3. Is Seeing Believing? Tackling Perceptions of Cost, Taste and Safety with Immersive
eCooking Experiences

People often say that ‘seeing is believing’, however when it comes to cooking, seeing
is just the first step towards convincing people. When it comes to food, smelling and
tasting are equally important, but truly believing often only comes after consumers have
tried the new cooking device for themselves and seen, smelled and tasted the food they
have cooked. Targeted campaigns on TV, radio or social media generally fall into the
first (1—awareness) of the five processes of adoption in Roger’s Diffusion of Innovations
Framework [20]. These can be complemented by further sources of information, such
as live cooking demonstrations (2—persuasion). This may be enough to encourage the
innovators to purchase an appliance (3—decision) to try it out themselves at home (4—trial).
However, for others further down the diffusion curve with less appetite for risk and lower
financial liquidity, this simply is not enough. Trial periods with limited financial risk to
the consumer could enable them to experience the innovation by taking the appliances
home and testing them out as part of their everyday kitchen routines (4—trial). If this
experience is successful, then adoption will hopefully follow (5—confirmation). However,
this presents a challenge for retailers, as offering this kind of immersive experience to
every customer is not easy to accomplish cost-effectively. Applying behaviour change
theory could increase the chances of adoption by enabling their potential customers to
dive deeper into the experience of eCooking and increase the likelihood of sustained use
by understanding how to support customers throughout their eCooking journey. Two
examples are given below of MECS partners who have begun to explore this space.

Kenya Power, relaunched its Pika na Power (Cook with Electricity) campaign in 2017
to encourage its seven million customers to cook with electricity as a means to stimulate
demand for surplus power on the national grid [20]. The campaign began as a TV show
with local celebrity chefs and social media influencers cooking popular dishes with energy-
efficient electric cooking appliances. This was complemented by a series of YouTube
recipes, a Facebook page and the establishment of a modern demonstration kitchen in
central Nairobi. Members of the general public can attend live cooking classes twice a week,
taste the food and buy the appliances they see being demonstrated directly afterwards. Of
course, many consumers may see this as a ploy to increase their bills, so Pika na Power
use plug-in energy meters to measure exactly how much electricity has been consumed as
they cook each dish so that they can show the audience how much it really costs. Kenya
has a diverse range of cultures, with many different languages and cuisines, so Pika na
Power plans to extend this model to other regions of the country by setting up similar
demonstrations and retail centres at their county showrooms. The BCT analysis in Table 3
highlights the fact that the network will also need to offer after-sales service to ensure their
customers keep buying additional electricity units for eCooking in the long term. The
Diffusion of Innovations suggests that they could also increase the likelihood of adoption
by enabling attendees of their cooking classes to test out the appliances at home with
minimal financial risk by offering a free trial period. This could be achieved by reimbursing
any additional electricity units purchased and enabling customers to return any appliance
they are not satisfied with during the first month after acquiring the new appliance.

In Cambodia, iDE’s Facebook marketing platform aims to connect eCooking to current
trends and position it as an aspirational cooking solution for modern Cambodians. iDE
used Roger’s framework [52] to create a set of personas for consumers at different stages of
the diffusion curve. Their market research also found that the most effective messages for
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energy-efficient electric appliances were cost-savings and convenience. This contrasts with
the health, environmental and gender equity messaging that often drive clean cooking
programmes, such as MECS. To many everyday cooks, these issues simply are as important
as the more immediate and tangible benefits of money and time savings. Consequently,
iDE addressed the issue by selling appliances paired with energy meters so that customers
can track how much they’re really spending to cook with their new electric appliances.
However, many potential customers are discouraged from purchasing, as they perceive
that using these new appliances would be difficult. Applying the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) [21] could help increase sales by designing targeted interventions to
increase perceived behavioural control, e.g., demonstrations showcasing automatic controls
that can actually make cooking much easier.

4.4. Peer-to-Peer Marketing

Peer-to-peer women-led delivery models show particular promise, as they can over-
come several behavioural change challenges simultaneously. In such a model, women sell
to others in their social network, either physically to friends and family or virtually via
social media. Whilst many people may be sceptical of messages disseminated via main-
stream media, peer-to-peer marketing enables consumers to receive these same messages
from someone they trust. Furthermore, as sales agents are in regular contact with their
network, live cooking demonstrations and after-sales service are much easier to deliver
in peer-to-peer rather than centralised marketing models. Live cooking demonstrations
can facilitate initial purchases, whilst after-sales service (e.g., from sourcing spare pressure
valves for EPCs to offering advice on the best technique for cooking ugali with an induc-
tion stove) can enable sustained adoption. When combined with revolving funds, such
as women’s savings groups, peer-to-peer marketing strategies can also address the high
upfront cost challenge.

A great example of this holistic approach is Bidhaa Sasa [52], who sells various
products to women’s savings groups in Western Kenya. The groups are coordinated by
leaders, who perform a similar role to sales agents. Leaders can demonstrate products
to the group, who can then decide which they want to buy. A revolving fund allows
group members to purchase items in turn and pay back the cost over time. LPG stoves are
their most popular product, however recent trials with EPCs amongst their grid-connected
customers have shown there is a high demand for this new product when it is demonstrated
by people they trust.

Jikoni Magic [40] is a Kenyan social media brand selling EPCs to their followers
via social media. They have produced a series of YouTube video recipes and Instagram
stories that have excited their followers enough for them to want to try these new devices
themselves. They have established trust with their followers who have cooked their recipes
before, so many also trust their advice enough to see the value in this new appliance, and
are, therefore, willing to purchase directly from them.

4.5. Consumer Finance for eCooking Appliances

Even after people are convinced that food cooked with electricity is delicious and
affordable, the upfront cost of the appliances is still a major barrier for many. Several MECS
partners are trialling consumer financing mechanisms to break down the high upfront cost
of eCooking appliances.

iDE Cambodia’s induction stove [52] integrates PAYC hardware into the appliance. Al-
though other appliance manufacturers and distributors will soon follow suit, independent
PAYG providers, such as Angaza, could facilitate wider usage of PAYG in the emerging
eCooking sector by developing interoperable PAYC technology. This would consist of
hardware that could be integrated into any cooking appliance that would connect to a
cloud-based payment platform.

In Uganda, EnerGrow have simplified the repayment process for consumers by es-
tablishing a partnership with Umeme for utility-enabled appliance financing. Brokering
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similar partnerships in other countries with asset-financing companies who are willing
to take on the credit risk could offer an attractive solution for utility companies who are
reluctant to take on this risk themselves.

Revolving funds are another attractive option, as many already exist, however the
major challenge is how to tap into them. In Kenya, Bidhaa Sasa have used this model
to sell EPCs to women’s savings groups, and Kenya Power are hoping to extend their
‘stima loan’ (electricity loan) concept from connection fees to eCooking appliances. Jikoni
Magic has engaged with a variety of revolving funds in Kenya, such as chamas (women’s
savings groups) and SACCOs (savings and cooperatives). Sharing the lessons from these
engagements and distilling the findings for key archetypes of revolving funds could
support others to forge similar partnerships.

Mini-grid companies are often much more dynamic than utilities, due to their smaller
size and closer relationship with their customers, meaning that it can be easier for them
to trial innovations, such as on-bill financing and dedicated cooking tariffs. Many mini-
grid developers already use smart metering, which can enable them to implement new
tariffs and on-bill financing mechanisms with selected customers relatively easily. This is
even more important for them, as existing expenditures in the peri-urban and rural areas
where mini-grids are typically established are often much lower than typical urban utility
customers. In contrast, tariffs, in particular, solar-hybrid mini-grid tariffs, are often many
times higher than utilities. As a result, experimenting with carbon finance and other forms
of Results Based Financing (RBF) that can reduce the tariff could make cooking much more
attractive to consumers if it can be demonstrated to financiers that subsidised electricity is
being used for cooking. Smart-metering at the household level can provide some evidence,
but appliance-level monitoring could offer much greater assurances to financiers.

4.6. How Does eCooking Stack up to ICS and LPG?

Table 4 compares eCooking across each of Puzzolo et al.’s [14] seven domains. Many
of the factors are important for all three types of fuel/energy, however the order is different.
Impacts on time are particularly important for eCooking, highlighting the value that cooks
place on reducing cooking times and multitasking. Socio-economic status is the most
relevant for electricity, highlighting its aspirational nature, but also the challenge in making
it accessible and affordable to low-income households. Smoke, health and safety; stove
costs and subsidies; and regulation certification and standardisation are equally important
for all three. Demand creation ranks highest for both eCooking and ICS, indicating that
awareness of both technologies is currently low. Finally, user training is most important for
electricity, highlighting the need to help users over the learning curve with energy-efficient
appliances, such as EPCs.

Table 4. Comparison of factors influencing the uptake of ICS, LPG and electricity showing the three most important factors
in each domain, identified by the number of studies mentioning each factor.

Improved Cookstoves (ICS) LPG Electricity

D1-Fuel and technology
characteristics

Fuel savings
Impacts on time

Design requirements

Safety issues
Fuel savings

Impacts on time

Impacts on time
Fuel requirements

Fuel savings

D2-Household and setting
characteristics

Stacking
Socio-economic status

Education

Stacking
Geography and climate
Socio-economic status

Socio-economic status
Stacking

House ownership and
structure

D3-Knowledge and perceptions

Smoke, health and safety
Cleanliness and home

improvement
Social influence

Smoke, health and safety
Tradition and culture

Perceived benefit

Smoke, health and safety
Perceived benefit

Tradition and culture
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Table 4. Cont.

Improved Cookstoves (ICS) LPG Electricity

D4-Financial, tax and subsidy
aspects

Stove costs and subsidies
Payment modalities

Programme subsidies

Stove costs and subsidies
Fuel cost and subsidies

Payment modalities

Stove costs and subsidies
Payment modalities

Fuel cost and subsidies

D5-Market development
Demand creation

Business and sales approach
Supply chain

Supply chain
Demand creation

Business and sales approach

Demand creation
Supply chain

Business and sales approach

D6-Regulation, legislation and
standards

Regulation certification and
standardisation

Enforcement mechanism

Regulation certification and
standardisation

Enforcement mechanism

Regulation certification and
standardisation Enforcement

mechanisms

D7-Programmatic and policy
mechanisms

Construction and installation
Monitoring and quality

control User training

Institutional arrangements
User training

Monitoring and quality
control

User training post-acquisition
support

Monitoring and quality
control

4.7. Embracing Stacking to Encourage Exclusive Use of Electricity (and Other Clean Fuels) in
the Kitchen

The stacking of cooking devices is almost universal across cultures; however, this
is both a challenge and an opportunity. If a household’s fuel stack includes polluting
fuels, then many of the benefits of adopting eCooking, in particular, the health benefits,
are forfeited. However, there are several practical approaches to stacking that can enable
households to transition away from biomass:

• Clean fuel stacking—by promoting complementary clean cooking technologies (e.g.,
SCODE’s EPC and LPG pilots in Kenya), the likelihood of households meeting all of
their cooking needs with clean fuels is greatly increased.

• Appliance stacking—a similar logic applies to the promotion of complementary elec-
tric cooking appliances (e.g., EarthSpark’s EPC/induction pilots in Haiti [31]).

• Understand and address the drivers of continued biomass use—this develops tar-
geted BCTs to nudge cooks away from biomass and towards a completely clean
fuel/appliance stack (e.g., UCL’s application of the Behaviour Change Wheel [23] with
PAYG LPG customers [84]).

5. Conclusions

This paper has explored the challenges and opportunities in the emerging field of
eCooking from a consumer perspective. It has highlighted the behavioural change barriers,
as well as the drivers, drawing on established theory and BCTs to identify viable strategies
that might facilitate the wider adoption of eCooking. The evidence gathered suggests
that to achieve the intended development impacts, strategies must extend beyond the
initial adoption to the sustained use of these new appliances, whilst gradually nudging
cooks towards the exclusive use of electricity (and other clean fuels) and completely away
from biomass.

The evidence shows that the uptake of eCooking can be hindered by (often false)
perceptions around cost, taste and safety, the high cost and steep learning curve for
new energy-efficient appliances, the lack of awareness/availability/after-sales service
for energy-efficient appliances and the reluctance of male decision-makers to authorise
appliance purchases. However, it also shows that the convenience and potential cost
savings offered by energy-efficient appliances can offer an aspirational cooking experience
and that uptake could be driven forward rapidly by urbanisation and changing lifestyles.

Tailored intervention strategies are necessary to reach the different segments of society,
considering their unique needs and idiosyncrasies. Adoption is a process, and we have to
acknowledge the different strategies households use to cope with uncertainty (in relation
to income, electricity supply, etc.), in particular, the stacking of fuels and appliances.
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Behavioural change is key to the transition process, and sustainable shifts in behaviour
happen only when both cooking device usage patterns and associated perceptions are
tracked, and interventions refined over long timeframes.

This paper has highlighted several delivery approaches for eCooking that show strong
potential to tackle a range of behaviour change challenges. These include peer-to-peer
marketing; engaging men as both decision-makers and potential cooks; PAYC (Pay as You
Cook), and utility-enabled financing to break down the high upfront cost of energy-efficient
appliances; embracing stacking and designing immersive experiences that allow consumers
to trial eCooking at home with limited financial risk.

Looking forward, this paper has highlighted several research gaps in the emerging
field of eCooking. On the theoretical front, the Behaviour Change Wheel [31], Diffusion
of Innovations and the Theory of Planned Behaviour can offer deeper insight into the
motivations behind cooking behaviour. There is a need to dive deeper into key issues,
such as gendered decision making, energy poverty and energy justice. By understanding
and aligning with consumer aspirations, more effective interventions can be developed by
combining a selection of targeted BCTs designed to nudge cooks away from biomass and
towards a completely clean appliance/fuel stack [23].

Compared to other clean cooking and electrification technologies, eCooking is still at
a relatively nascent stage. As a result, much of this initial experimentation with eCooking
has involved relatively small-scale pilot projects (n < 100) in a limited set of countries
(primarily within the Commonwealth, due to FCDO funding for the MECS programme
and the preceding projects). To achieve transformative change on a global scale, there is
a need to explore the opportunities in a broader range of geographies, in particular, to
study the transition pathways of industrialised nations where eCooking has already broken
through into the mainstream. Experimentation at scale with more robust methodologies
(e.g., Randomised Control Trials) and tapping into larger scale sources of finance (e.g.,
Results Based Financing) will also be necessary to verify the initial findings from these
early studies and provide a stronger evidence base for eCooking. Scenario modelling
can then be used to inform policy-makers of a range of regulatory measures that could
facilitate the uptake of eCooking and evaluate the likely impacts of widespread adoption
and sustained use.
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Appendix A. Behaviour Change Techniques and Theoretical Frameworks

This section presents a review of the Behavioural Change Techniques (BCTs) and
theoretical frameworks that are most relevant to eCooking. There is increasing realisa-
tion that cooking practices, as an activity steeped in culture, are difficult to change by
offering different technological options without a strategy targeting behaviour change. As
highlighted by the authors of [14], transitioning households to cleaner cooking involves
adopting new practices, whilst letting go of old ones, requiring changes in behaviour on
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behalf of the cook, as well as other household members, such as financial decision-makers,
who are often male breadwinners.

A key step in addressing the behavioural challenges at the household level is a proper
conceptualisation of the problem and the interventions needed to effect a certain change
in behaviour. As such, understanding behaviour change elements and processes have
been a subject of much interest to researchers resulting in the development of techniques,
models and theories in an attempt to bridge the gap in understanding of behaviour in
many contexts. Behaviour change models/theories present a framework to group, analyse,
and characterise interventions that affect a target behaviour. They span both the internal
(e.g., personal preferences for a particular flavour) and external (e.g., current market price
of a particular appliance) factors.

Appendix A.1. Theoretical Frameworks for Behaviour Change

At a more aggregated level, models/theories provide a high-level framework under
which specific techniques can be designed. Several frameworks and theories exist, and
those mentioned here are not meant to be exhaustive, but relevant to the discussion of
behaviour change relating to technology adoption/diffusion in the cooking context.

Appendix A.2. COM-B and the Behaviour Change Wheel (BCW)

The Behaviour Change Wheel (BCW) [23] is a comprehensive framework that seeks to
understand the conditions within and outside the individual (social and physical environ-
ment) with respect to a specific target behaviour (Figure A1). It consists of an inner circle
(which embeds the COM-B framework), an intermediate circle of intervention functions
(education, training, persuasion, etc.) and an outer circle made up of policy categories. The
inner circle postulates that behaviour change needs to be approached using three different
components: Capability, Opportunity and Motivation (COM-B). Capability refers to the
individuals psychological and physical capacity to engage in the change required. This
encompasses the knowledge about why certain fuel options are detrimental and what
options are available to switch. Motivation speaks to the brain process that drives or
direct behaviour, including conscious and unconscious decision making like emotional
reactions, habits etc. Here again, this can refer to the willingness to consider other clean
cooking options when offered. Opportunity refers of the physical and social environment
that facilitate the undertaking of the new behaviour, and this could include government
commitment to promote or ban the use of certain fuels or influences in one’s social or
peer network. Surrounding the inner COM-B system, the BCW encompasses nine (9)
intervention functions and seven (7) policy categories hinting at the importance of both
individual level and policy level factors in behaviour change.
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Appendix A.3. Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour (TRA and TPB)

The Theories of Reasoned Action (TRA) [23] and Planned Behaviour (TPB) [21] de-
construct the individual motivational factors that determine the likelihood of a person
performing a certain behaviour. The TPB, an extension of the TRA (see Figure A2), postu-
lates that the determinants of a particular behaviour hinge on one’s behavioural intention
and perceived behavioural control, which is the perception that the target behaviour is easy
or difficult. Based on this, different individuals will respond at different times to uptake of
a certain behaviour.
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Appendix A.4. Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation Theory

This theory demonstrates the process through which innovation spreads (or diffuses)
throughout society over time. Rogers [22] proposes four main elements that influence the
diffusion of an idea or change. These are:

1. The innovation (idea or technology perceived as new by the individual);
2. Communication channels (how information gets from one individual to another);
3. Time;
4. The social system (individuals, informal groups, organisations or sub-systems)

Rogers also grouped adopters into five categories: Innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards (see Figure A3). Innovators characterised as seekers of
new information, having the ability to cope with higher levels of uncertainty and exposure
to greater networks than the local network provides. Conversely, members of the late
majority are likely to be of low social status, making use of fewer media channels, but
relying heavily on interpersonal channels. This shows that there are different attitudes
towards innovation, and a thorough assessment of the market is necessary to identify who
to target for better impact at specific times.
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Rogers describes the process that leads to adoption in five stages:

1. Knowledge or Awareness: Initial exposure to the innovation;
2. Persuasion or Interest: Initial interest and quest for more information;
3. Decision or Evaluation: Consideration of the innovation’s potential additional value;
4. Implementation or Trial: Experiencing the innovation by testing it out;
5. Confirmation or Adoption: Decision on whether to continue using the innovation.

Appendix A.5. Behaviour Change Techniques (BCTs)

BCTs are active components within an intervention that catalyses behaviour change [20].
They are regarded as the building blocks for behaviour change interventions. Goodwin
et al. regard BCTs as activities that can be deployed at several points along the value chain,
whether at the design, production, finance, or maintenance stage (see Table A1).

Table A1. Behaviour change techniques definitions and examples. Adapted from [20].

BCT Description Example

Reward and threat

Makes the adoption of new behaviours seem attractive,
or the failure to adopt them seem threatening. Linked
to the concept of value exchange, i.e., what desirable

outcome would the audience receive for their
compliance, or what undesirable outcome would they

avoid.

Incentives for
households to buy

appliances

Shaping knowledge
Helps people to understand what desirable behaviours

are, how to perform them, and where to acquire the
necessary technologies and skills.

Radio announcements
on appliance
availability

Changing the physical
environment

Structural changes to the surrounding environment so
that a new behaviour is easier to sustain with

supportive triggers.

Construction of a new
indoor kitchen area

Social support

Providing resources and facilitating influence. Seeding
a new behaviour with a trusted person or group helps
ensure the new behaviour appears desirable and starts
to become the norm, leading others to want to emulate

and model it.

Friends/family acting
as sales agents in a

peer-to-peer
distribution model

Goals, planning and
monitoring

Unearthing aspirations, ambitions and intentions and
reframing the new behaviour as a way of achieving

these goals.

Energy monitoring
devices that show how

much you’re saving
each time you cook

Comparisons Offering a selection of options and/or compare the
innovation with current practice.

Offering a variety of
models of electric

appliance

Identity and self-belief

Targets actual or aspirational societal roles by
exploring how we perceive ourselves, how we are
perceived, and therefore, how we think and act to

increase self-efficacy and build momentum towards a
desire to change behaviour.

Empowering women as
entrepreneurs

Regulation
Regulatory mechanisms can provide a measure of
enforcement (e.g., bans or industry standards) or
persuasion (e.g., incentives or tax exemptions).

Lifeline tariffs designed
for cooking
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